SAME DAY PUMP REPAIRS - EXCHANGES
VCE recently completed construction of a new 7,000 square foot
offer same day pump exchanges on most high
g and centrifugal cryogenic pumps on the marge program saves the customer money by reducing down-time. When a customer develops a problem, he calls VCE
number and a replacement pump is shipped for
delivery. The customer exchanges the unit and
customer is charged
mer then receives a
one-time, easy-to-read bill for the repair. VCE
also offers on-site service and maintenance contracts to meet specific needs for customers who
prefer scheduling preventive maintenance at
regular intervals. A service tech remains on call
24-7 for unexpected pump failures.
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VCE SERIES 1000 PUMP
VCE currently offers a complete line of cryogenic high pressure reciprocating pumps. The
pumps were designed specifically for pumping
cryogenic liquids to gas for filling high pressure storage cylinders. Working pressures up to
7,000 psi are available, making it ideal for testing, purging and process requirements.
Faced with rising costs and uncertain delivery schedules from the previous supplier, VCE
decided to manufacture their own pump. Created out of necessity, the pump line has had a
lot of success since production started in 2001.
The
company was already manufacturing many
Vat8 technology handles all lndustnal gases
of the pump components for the pump
repaidexchange program, so they decided to
rent types of cryo- design and build a more durable and reliable pump for the industry.
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rience with equip- CRYOGENIC HARDWARE ONLINE
as installed vessels Online, VCE offers a complete line of quality tested, safety
personnel are also approved cryogenic hardware, available for immediate shipment.
Attention to quality in both products and service, as well as a low
cost structure, create the value
that keeps customers coming
back. Cryogenic hardware available for same day shipment
includes: compressed gas manifolds and controls, cryogenic liquid hoses and high pressure
pigtails, cryogenic high pressure
and centrifugal pumps, specialty
gas equipment, cryogenic valves,
fittings, safety relief valves and
vaporizers. VCE is a stocking
distributor for Taylor-Wharton,
Unisource Manufacturing, Fastest
Gas Products and Rego Cryo-Flow
to compliment the VCE custom
w~thdependable and wnven~entdes~gn
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LASER ASSIST GAS
and builds high pressure cylinder
ON DEMAND
filling, cryogenic transport and
As laser cutting technology
portable cryogenic cylinder filling
advances, welding distributors and
stations for the major welding disend-users need a cost-effective
tributors as well as the independsolution for the increasing demand
ently owned gas distributors
for higher flow rates and pressures
throughout the United States. VCE
required by today's high-powered
turnkey pumping systems are prelaser systems. Veite's 5300 Autoengineered to meet the special
matic Pumping System is designed
requirements of each installation.
On-site installation includes cryoto automatically supply high pressure gas for laser cutting systems,
genic tanks, pumps, and vaporizers, as well as all in-plant gas,
plastic injection molding and other
distributing piping and manifolds,
gas consumer accounts. The 5300
and liquid distribution piping for
system basically consists of a highpressure cryogenic pump concylinder charging operations.
nected to a standard cryogenic bulk
The 5300 Automatic Pumps offer an unattended system that
Floor, wall, or overhead charging
supplies gases for laser-assist operations.
racks and liquid manifolds are custank that pumps up a tube bundle
or cylinder banks to a pre-set pressure. This system delivers the tom-built to customer filling room specifications.Welding distributors
required pressures and flow rates that traditional microbulk systems can appreciate the state of the art, no loss cryogenic pumping system
can't sustain. The 5300 will deliver 15,000 scfh @ 3,000 psi. What's provided by the experts at VCE.
nice about the 5300, as the end-user adds additional lasers they will not
As the future of gases and welding distributors evolves, VCE looks
have to buy additional equipment for their gas needs; the 5300 will forward to partnering with their clients. These clients can expect Veite
accommodate the requirements of future growth years.
to deliver quality products and the best personalized service and customer support to help them achieve their goals in the compressed gas
DISTRIBUTOR PUMPING SYSTEMS
industry.
Almost 40 years ago, VCE started building high pressure manifolding
For more information visit www.veitecryogenic.corn.
equipment. Today, it remains the core of the business. VCE designs
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Cryogenic Gates Valves, Type 09340

HEROSE

The fast alternative

EEa

NEW

The 09340 series Of gate valw has been developed with the industrial
gas indurptry for use on cryo-traikra and cryogenic storage vessels.
The range has many unique features and the gate design will minimize
icing issues, reduce filling t E m and where appropriate reduce pipe size
on larger mseb. Like the g l o b vahas currently used in the industry this
range meet$ the leakage pate A (0 bubbles
minutes) mcording to
DIN EN 12266 Tl.
This ~tainlesssteel r a q e is available from 1.1/2"to 3" QS metnuall valwes
cs d t h pneumatic actuation for auto shut oft.
Contad us as required for additional information!
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0-264-7793
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